
DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR COMMISSION
VILLAGE HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE

Thursday, August 1, 2013

I. CALL TO ORDER

Chairman Strelau called the August 1, 2013 Liquor Commission meeting to order at 6:34 p.m.

II. ROLL CALL

PRESENT:  Mr. Austin, Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Jacobson, Chairman Strelau

ABSENT: Mr. Clary, Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski

STAFF: Liaison to the Liquor Commission Carol Kuchynka, Staff Attorney Dawn Didier

OTHERS: Charlene Pontrelli, James Pontrelli, Basileos Megremis, Christos Giarmidis,  
Gene Esposito, Court Reporter

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chairman Strelau asked for approval of the minutes for the June 6, 2013 Liquor Commission meeting and
asked members if there were any corrections, changes or additions.

Hearing no changes, corrections or additions, the June 6, 2013 minutes of the Liquor Commission
meeting were approved as written.

Chairman Strelau reminded those present that this evening's meeting was being recorded on
Village-owned equipment.  Staff was present to keep minutes for the record and a court reporter was
present taking the minutes verbatim.  

IV APPLICATION FOR LIQUOR LICENSE

Chairman Strelau made the following statements:

"The first order of business is to conduct a public hearing for liquor license applications.  For the
benefit of all present, I would like to state that this Commission does not determine the granting or denial
of the issuance of any license.  We may at the end of each hearing, make a finding or recommendation
with respect to the application.  If necessary, the Commission may adjourn a hearing to a later date in
order to have benefit of further information."

"At the conclusion of the hearing, the Commission will summarize its findings and determine any
recommendations it wishes to make to the Liquor Commissioner."

"The Liquor Commissioner, who is the Mayor of Downers Grove, will, pursuant to Section 3-12
of the Ordinance, render decisions regarding issuance of available licenses within 60 days in order to
consult the Plan Commission for its recommendations."
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"Hearings by this Commission are held according to the following format: 1) reading of
information pertinent to the application, 2) comments from the applicant, 3) comments from the public,
4) discussion by the Commission, and 5) motion and finding by the Commission."

Cellar 406 - 406 75th Street

Chairman Strelau stated that the next order of business was an application hearing for Cellar 406, Inc.
d/b/a Cellar 406 located at 406 75th Street.  She stated that the applicant was seeking a Class “W-1”, beer
and wine, on-premise consumption liquor license and a Class “O” outdoor liquor license.

Chairman Strelau asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be seated.  She
asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record, indicate their
affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Ms. Charlene Pontrelli and Mr. James Pontrelli were sworn in by the court reporter.  Charlene Pontrelli
introduced herself as part owner and liquor manager of Cellar 406.  Mr. James Pontrelli introduced
himself as part owner of Cellar 406.

Chairman Strelau asked the applicant to present its case.

Charlene Pontrelli stated that they have operated a franchise wine shop in the Village of Woodridge for
the past 8 years and were planning to relocate and operate a shop of their own in Downers Grove.  She
stated that they are seeking a liquor license for a retail wine shop with indoor and outdoor seating with an
option for their customers to sit and have wine, meat and cheese plates.  

James Pontrelli stated that he has experience in the hotel business and successfully operated the wine
shop in Woodridge for the past 8 years.  

Ms. Fregeau appreciated that they were relocating to Downers Grove.  She stated that from their
experience they understand the responsibility of holding a liquor license.  She asked about the size of the
former wine shop and asked if the Downers Grove location was comparable in size to Woodridge. James
Pontrelli replied that it is a bit smaller location.  He stated that the Woodridge shop was a franchise in
which they did a lot of retail sales and held wine tastings.  He stated that they have 90 wine club
members and will primarily operate as a retail store.  He stated that they would like to hold some tastings
and have a small seating area for on-premise wine sales.  He  added that they are a family-run business
and will not be open past 8 p.m.  James stated that Charlene and one other employee will operate the
business.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that 85% of their sales will be retail per their declaration.  She asked for details about
their menu.  Charlene stated that from their previous experience, customers liked to stay and have a glass
of wine with meat or cheese or a small sampling of food.  She stated that it will be similar to a European
boutique where customers can enjoy some bread, wine and cheese.  She stated that it will not be a place
where customers come to have dinner or lunch but a place to take a ½ hour to 45 minute break in the day. 

Ms. Fregeau stated that their manual addresses Downers Grove sales hours and the Village’s Control Buy
Program.  She asked about compliance testing in Woodridge and asked if they had failed any tests. 
Charlene replied that an employee did sell to an underage agent.  She stated that employee was
terminated.  Ms. Fregeau stated that their manual discusses termination.  She cautioned them to card
individuals who may come in with parents.  Ms. Fregeau stated that staff has tools that might be helpful
to them.   
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Charlene Pontrelli noted that Woodridge tested twice per year.  She stated that they were there for 8
years.  She stated that they will card anyone who appears under the age of 35. 

Ms. Fregeau asked how many employees they will have.  James Pontrelli replied that he, his wife and one
long term employee who worked for them in Woodridge. 

Ms. Fregeau stated that she liked the chart in the manual on how to evaluate their guests.  

Ms. Fregeau asked about vertical licenses.  Charlene Pontrelli replied that they will not accept the
vertical identification.

Ms. Fregeau asked for clarification on the outdoor seating area.  She stated that outside seating presents
different challenges in terms of confining alcohol and the passing of drinks.  She asked them to explain
the 36" high barrier.  Charlene Pontrelli replied that the three lines on the plan are steps leading up to the
patio area.  She added that they will either utilize 36" high stanchions or fence barrier with planters that
will separate the area.  Ms. Fregeau cautioned them on the passing of drinks.  James Pontrelli stated that
managing the outdoor area is much different from the interior.  He stated that two employees will be
working daily.  He stated that they would add staff if the business gets busy.  

Mr. Jacobson liked the concept.  He cautioned them about underage drinking.  He was pleased that they
terminated the former employee that sold alcohol to a minor.  

Mr. Jacobson asked about the outdoor fence and the door area leading to the patio.  Charlene stated that
was the main door to go in and out of the store.

Mr. Austin stated he was pleased with their liquor handling experience.  

Mr. Austin cautioned them about underage sales and stated that licensees often stated that the violation
occurred because they were busy or preoccupied.  

Mr. Austin asked about the reasoning behind the “406” name.  James Pontrelli replied that is the address. 

Chairman Strelau cautioned them about the outdoor seating area and noted that it takes a great deal more
watchfulness and that they try to give extra attention to the area.

Chairman Strelau was pleased with their prior experience and that they are familiar with liquor laws.  

Ms. Fregeau asked about the glassware to be used.  Charlene Pontrelli replied that they will use glass.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if employees were TIPs or BASSETT trained.  Charlene Pontrelli replied yes. 

Ms. Pontrelli stated that they know most of the customers that come in and stay.  She stated that they
have become friends them with over the years and are familiar with their character.  

Chairman Strelau asked staff for recommendations or comments pertinent to this application.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied that issuance of the license is contingent upon receipt of dram shop insurance, a
Certificate of Occupancy, the annual fee and satisfactory background checks.

Chairman Strelau asked for comments from the public.  There were none.
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Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman Strelau asked for a recommendation from the
Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant with
regard to their Class “W-1” liquor license application.

MS. FREGEAU MOVED TO FIND CELLAR 406, INC. D/B/A CELLAR 406 LOCATED AT 406
75TH STREET, QUALIFIED FOR A CLASS "W-1", BEER AND WINE, ON-PREMISE
CONSUMPTION LIQUOR LICENSE.   MR. JACOBSON SECONDED. 

VOTE: Aye: Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Jacobson, Mr. Austin, Chairman Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 4:0:0

Motion carried. 

Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman Strelau asked for a recommendation from the
Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant with
regard to their Class “O” liquor license application.

MR. AUSTIN MOVED TO FIND CELLAR 406, INC. D/B/A CELLAR 406 LOCATED AT 406
75TH STREET, QUALIFIED FOR A CLASS "O", OUTDOOR LIQUOR LICENSE.   MR.
JACOBSON SECONDED. 

VOTE: Aye: Mr. Austin, Mr. Jacobson, Ms. Fregeau, Chairman Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 4:0:0

Motion carried. 
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Familia Fresh Market - 2065 63rd Street

Chairman Strelau stated that the next order of business was an application hearing for Familia Fresh
Market No. 2, Inc. d/b/a Familia Fresh Market located at 2065 63rd Street.  She stated that the applicant
was seeking a Class “P-1”, full alcohol, off-premise consumption liquor license. 

Chairman Strelau asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be seated.  She
asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record, indicate their
affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. Basileos Megremis and Mr. Christos Giarmidis were sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Megremis
introduced himself as part owner and liquor manager of Familia Fresh Market.    

Chairman Strelau asked the applicant to present its case.

Mr. Giarmidis stated that they are seeking a liquor license for an international supermarket.  He stated
that the location is 32,000 square feet and will include a full line of produce, deli, meats, dairy, liquor,
prepared hot meals and desserts.  

Chairman Strelau asked staff for recommendations or comments pertinent to this application.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied that issuance of the license is contingent upon receipt of dram shop insurance, a
Certificate of Occupancy, the annual fee and satisfactory background checks and certified training
certificates.

Chairman Strelau asked for discussion from the Commission.

Mr. Austin was pleased to see that a business would occupy the space.  He asked how they will be certain
that all have received their training certificates.   Mr. Giarmidis stated that he and Basileos will be
handling alcohol sales.  He stated that he has experience and noted that they are in the process of
obtaining them.  He stated that the registers are programmed to not allow alcohol to be scanned without a
manager’s identification card.  He stated that cashiers will not be allowed to do alcohol transactions, only
managers.  He stated that once they open, they plan to hire a front end manager who will also be allowed
to do sales.  

Mr. Austin asked if the three of them will be alternating coverage during store hours.  Mr. Giarmidis
replied yes.  Mr. Austin asked if the three of them will be enough to cover all the hours.  Mr. Giarmidis
replied that they plan to be strict in their hiring.  He noted that there is a lot of responsibility in dealing
with liquor.  He stated that he would only want to bestow trust on people he knows he can trust, which is
why they will try to limit the managers to the sales.

Mr. Austin asked if they have a service desk or whether customers be allowed to go to the registers for
liquor sales.  Mr. Giarmidis replied that the liquor aisle is located in front of the service desk, where it is
in direct view and will be monitored.  He stated that they have cameras that will monitor that aisle.   

Mr. Austin asked if the third manager was hired yet.  Mr. Giarmidis replied that there is negotiation in
the works but nothing has been confirmed. 

Mr. Austin asked how many more managers may potentially sell alcohol.  Mr. Giarmidis replied two, for
a total of five. Mr. Basileos stated that all will have the certified training.  
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Mr. Giarmidis replied either he or Mr. Basileos will be in the store at all times.  

Mr. Austin asked what they will do to emphasize the importance of being familiar with the
identifications.  Mr. Giarmidis replied that they will be trained in the different identifications, vertical
format and that it expires 3 months after the date of birth and what to look for by way of picture, date of
birth and background color.  He stated that they will post the signs “to be sold alcoholic beverages, your
birthday must be on or before this date in xxxx”.  

Mr. Austin asked what their policy is if an employee sells to a minor.  Mr. Giarmidis replied termination. 
He stated that they will be trained with the rules of the store and any violation of those rules will result in
termination.  

Mr. Giarmidis stated that managers are to check identification for anyone who appears under 40. 

Mr. Austin asked how often they will require re-training with the store handbook.  Mr. Giarmidis replied
probably quarterly.   Mr. Austin questioned “probably”.  Mr. Giarmidis stated every quarter.  

Mr. Jacobson asked if either had experience in operating a grocery store.  Mr. Giarmidis replied that he
has had experience operating grocery stores with liquor.  He stated that Mr. Basileos has operated
grocery stores.

Mr. Jacobson asked Mr. Giarmidis about his liquor handling experience.  Mr. Giarmidis replied that he
has had experience obtaining a liquor license as well as on-site experience.  He stated that he does not
want to jeopardize any liquor license or reputation of the store.  

Mr. Jacobson asked Mr. Giarmidis asked if this was his first time owning an establishment.  Mr.
Giarmidis stated that he has been part owner in other stores.  He stated that they want to follow the rules
in the event they open future stores. 

Mr. Giarmidis stated that if the identification looks fake or is out of state and they cannot identify it, they
will not take it.  

Mr. Jacobson stated that their manual indicates that they do not have tolerance for underage purchases.  

Mr. Jacobson was pleased that a grocery store was going into the location.

Ms. Fregeau asked if they have software that will require a manager identification to scan.  Mr.
Giarmidis stated that what they do not have is the software that scans the back of the actual
identification.  He stated that liquor sales cannot be scanned until a manager swipes their id.  He stated
that cashiers will not be able to ring up alcohol sales and noted that the register will prompt “denied,
request manager’s id”.  He stated that they will need to call over a manager to the register who will check
the identification and scan the alcohol.

Ms. Fregeau stated that she liked that they will card 40 and under.

Ms. Fregeau stated she was a bit concerned that the liquor manager had no prior liquor handling
experience.  She asked if both are certified.  Mr. Giarmidis stated no, but that he will turn theirs in to the
Village by Monday.

Mr. Giarmidis stated that other Villages he has operated in had not required the certified training.  
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Ms. Fregeau stated that she liked the manual and that they will validate identification and address the
authenticity of the identification and address fake identifications.  She asked if they have the 50 state
handbook.  Mr. Giarmidis replied yes.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that they anticipate 10-15% of business in alcohol sales.  Mr. Giarmidis replied yes
and expected most sales to be beer and wine.  He stated that they plan to sell micro brews.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that there was one piece of advice to give them - not accepting the vertical license. 
She stated the vertical license has tripped up the most experienced people.  She stated that they are in
their right to take it but would recommend to refuse sales to customers with a vertical identification.

Ms. Fregeau asked when they planned to open.  Mr. Giarmidis replied that they are waiting for their
Certificate of Occupancy but anticipate the end of August.  

Ms. Fregeau asked what they based their manual on.  Mr. Giarmidis replied that they did the handbook
along with the help of their insurance agent.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that there were many things in the manual she liked about how to avoid problems and
references to specific laws.  She stated that it was very user-friendly.  She stated that it referenced
consequences and tone and tenor of the business.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that she liked that the service counter was facing the liquor aisle.  

Chairman Strelau stated that she was pleased to see a grocery store back in that location.  She stated that
they have expressed a sincere and diligent attitude toward the importance of liquor handling.  

Chairman Strelau stated that she would advise them not to accept the vertical identification.  Mr.
Giarmidis replied that they would change the policy and not accept the vertical identification and would
add that provision to the manual.  

Chairman Strelau asked for comments from the public.  There were none.

Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman Strelau asked for a recommendation from the
Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant with
regard to their Class “P-1” liquor license application.

MR. JACOBSON MOVED TO FIND FAMILIA FRESH MARKET NO. 2, INC. D/B/A FAMILIA
FRESH MARKET LOCATED AT 2065 63RD STREET, QUALIFIED FOR A CLASS "P-1",
FULL ALCOHOL, OFF-PREMISE CONSUMPTION LIQUOR LICENSE.   MR. AUSTIN
SECONDED. 

VOTE: Aye: Mr. Jacobson, Mr. Austin, Ms. Fregeau, Chairman Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 4:0:0

Motion carried. 
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V. REQUEST FOR FLOOR PLAN CHANGE

Chairman Strelau stated that the next order of business was to discuss a request for floor plan change. 
She stated that this Commission does not determine the granting or denial of the request.  She stated that
at the conclusion of the discussion, the Commission will summarize its findings and determine any
recommendations it wishes to make to the Liquor Commissioner and, if necessary, the Commission may
adjourn to a later date in order to have benefit of further information.

Game Pazzo -  2011 63rd Street

Chairman Strelau stated that the next item on the agenda was Game Pazzo, LLC d/b/a Game Pazzo
located at 2011 63rd Street.  She stated that the licensee was requesting a change in floor plan pursuant to
Section 3.19 of the Liquor Control Ordinance.

Chairman Strelau asked that any individual(s) representing the licensee step forward and be seated. She
asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record, indicate their
affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. Gene Esposito was sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Esposito introduced himself as owner of
Game Pazzo.  

Chairman Strelau asked Mr. Esposito to explain the proposed changes.

Mr. Esposito stated that Game Pazzo has been in business for three years and has had an opportunity to
see what works and what does not with the business.  He added that he is proposing to change the
existing layout.  

Mr. Esposito stated that the initial model for the establishment was computers, PCs and gaming stations. 
He stated that they have become event-driven, rather than a facility where customers come in on a casual
basis.  He stated that they have been successful with birthday parties, corporate events and fund raisers. 
He stated that he currently also utilizes the facility for IT security corporate training seminars in the
private party room during the day. 

Mr. Esposito stated that the establishment is not full most of the time and was trying to increase their
customer base by improving the quality of food and attract more adults.  He stated that he is working
with a chef consultant to evaluate their food service and how to improve it.  

Mr. Esposito advised that they have a lot of down time during the evenings after 7 p.m.  He stated that
most traffic comes on Saturdays and Sundays during the day. 

Mr. Esposito stated that they have held Anime conventions where gamers dress up, sing, dance and play
video games.  He stated that gamers are a unique group and like to act out the characters they play on the
computer.  

Mr. Esposito stated that they have added Karaoke as a way to attract more customers.  

Mr. Esposito stated that they are proposing to revise the layout for the back half of the establishment to
be more suitable for events.  He stated that they propose to reconfigure the gaming area to expand the
eating area and accommodate more diners.  
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Mr. Esposito stated that there is plenty of space in the facility and that they have been able to
accommodate up to 400 gamers for the Black Ops tournament.  

Mr. Esposito stated that he would also like to add gaming stations to the front retail area in lieu of some
shelving area for gamers.  He stated they are not making money on the retail sale of games as they cannot
compete with the prices of Game Stop.  He added that most games become obsolete relatively quickly.

Chairman Strelau asked for discussion from the Commission.

Ms. Fregeau asked Mr. Esposito about their current demographic.  Mr. Esposito replied that it is mixed. 
He stated that during the football season they have a lot of parents come in to watch the game and eat
while their kids are gaming.  

Ms. Fregeau asked about the age range for kids parties.  Mr. Esposito replied that birthday party age
ranges from 8-13 years old.  He stated that they have also had adult gaming parties which tend to be in
the evening.  

Mr. Esposito stated that Friday night is a big gaming night.  He stated that they hold Legal Legends
tournaments and fighter games.  He stated those gamers tend to be in their 20s to 30s.  He stated that the
age range of customers on Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday varies.  He stated that they are closed on
Monday.  

Ms. Fregeau asked about retail sales.  Mr. Esposito replied that many customers are not purchasing
games.  

Ms. Fregeau asked about their teen clientele and when they come in.  Mr. Esposito replied that they come
in during the day or on the weekends on a casual basis.  He stated that they typically do not come in
groups.  He stated some also come in after school during the weekday.  He stated that they do not get
much teen traffic after 7-8 pm, especially during the fall/winter as they have school and related activities. 

Ms. Fregeau asked about their current liquor sales and how he expects it to alter with the proposed
changes.  Mr. Esposito did not believe there would be any change.  Ms. Fregeau asked about current sales
percentages.  Mr. Esposito replied 22-23% liquor sales, 28-29% food sales, with the remaining games
sales revenue.  Mr. Esposito stated that current sales are way too low to sustain the business.

Ms. Fregeau asked if they anticipate staff and security changes.  Mr. Esposito stated that they will have
extra security if they have a large number of people in the facility.  He stated that most events are not
large or high volatile situations.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that they are seeking an after 8 pm crowd and he mentioned Anime, karaoke, DJs and
music.  She asked how activities would change from gaming.  Mr. Esposito stated that there are gaming
centers on the tables in the rear of the facility.  Ms. Fregeau asked if the round tables were used for
dining.  Mr. Esposito replied yes.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that she has been in the facility and is aware that there is a stage.  She stated that she
was concerned in seeing a different atmosphere more than just a layout change but concept change.  Mr.
Esposito stated that they are trying to attract more business.  He stated that there are not looking to act as
a nightclub and their focus is still gaming.  He stated that even though they will have activities, they will
have gaming.  
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Ms. Fregeau asked about the stage area and asked what the diagonal item was in front of the stage.  Mr.
Esposito replied that was a gaming pod, which they never installed.  Ms. Fregeau asked if that area is
planned for a dance area.  Mr. Esposito replied that the area could be used as a dance area. 

Ms. Fregeau asked if there will be a transition with under 21 customers.   She recalled their using
wristbands to distinguish age.  She asked how they will control alcohol service later in the evening or
when they have DJs or bands.  She stated that it may be a club atmosphere they are seeking in the
evening.  Mr. Esposito stated that he is not thinking that same type of atmosphere.  He stated that they
draw in gamers and it will be the same group of people.  

Mr. Esposito stated that in some instances people that host private parties would like to have a DJ for
their event.  Mr. Esposito stated that Friday nights will strictly be a gaming night.  He stated that they are
looking to fill the facility on a Saturday night or host a particular event.  He stated that they will not have
a DJ or entertainment every night or every weekend.

Ms. Fregeau asked if they will restrict under 21 year olds at certain events or after certain times.  Mr.
Esposito replied that if they have an event where drinking is more prevalent, they would restrict the age. 
He stated that they currently wristband those over 21.  

Mr. Esposito stated that most people who request an event would also like a band.  He stated that they
will take any necessary action to have the proper security for any event they have.  He stated that they
have had security detail in the past. 

Ms. Fregeau asked if they have a new security plan for the direction they plan to go.  Mr. Esposito
replied no.  He stated that they have floating security guards now.  He stated that they would have
security guards to accommodate the size of the crowd at an event.  Ms. Fregeau stated that they might
want to give some thought to a formalized security plan.  She stated that it seemed that the concept they
are trying to build around the core gaming activity and felt they plan to promote activities beyond the
scope of the class of  license they hold.

Mr. Esposito stated that there is no doubt that they want to attract more customers in the evening. 

Ms. Fregeau stated that seeing the facility go from a birthday party venue during the day to an older
demographic crowd at night causes some concern.  Mr. Esposito stated that they are a family-oriented
place.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that the Commission has seen businesses evolve into something other than what was
presented.  She stated that the Commission wants businesses to succeed and go in the right direction and
guide them in accordance with the Code, they are classified accordingly and follow the rules.  

Ms. Fregeau was trying to understand the floor plan versus the different focus they are proposing.  Mr.
Esposito stated that they are proposing an increase in food service. Ms. Fregeau asked if they were
targeting customers after 8 pm.   Mr. Esposito stated that the addition of more dining area might attract
people for dinner traffic.  He stated that he does not intend to stay open and have a night club
atmosphere.  He stated that he would like to provide more options that will make the business successful
but continue to concentrate on gaming.  

Mr. Jacobson had no questions.
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Mr. Austin stated that he was encouraged that they were making changes to attract business.  He stated
that he was aware of birthday party and fund raising activities there.  He stated that he noticed the
shortcomings with areas to sit and have entertainment.  He stated that he hoped the change would bring
them more success.

Chairman Strelau asked about their hours of operation.  Mr. Esposito replied that they are closed on
Monday.  He stated that they are open until 12 midnight on Tuesdays and Thursdays when offering
Karaoke and open until 10 pm and 12 midnight on Wednesday.  He stated that they are open until 1 am
on Fridays and Saturdays, sometimes until 2 am, depending upon pre-scheduled events.

Chairman Strelau asked how patrons purchase drinks.  Mr. Esposito stated that patrons approach the bar
area.  He stated that patrons can get a wristband upon entrance to the facility, if not, there are wrist bands
provided at the bar.  He stated that they have a machine which determines the authenticity of a license
and determines the age.  He stated that if the customer is over 21 the bartender will put on a wristband
and fill the drink order.

Chairman Strelau asked if customers with drinks have access to the whole facility.  Mr. Esposito replied
yes, except for the retail area of the facility.  

Chairman Strelau stated that she liked the gaming activities and Anime.  She stated that she was
concerned about the bands and their request to have live music from time to time.  She stated that their
goal is to get 200-250 people in the facility.  She stated that is a different business component than how
they are operating now.  She stated that there was some concern with the fact that they would hire a band
with the goal of bringing in more people.  She felt that may challenge the terms of the existing liquor
license.  She stated that they will be offering music, drinks and food to adults but the gaming aspect is
not primary during those times.  She stated that they have managed their drink sales so far and she had no
reason to believe that they could not handle it, however, felt that may cultivate a different environment.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that may also attract a different clientele as well.   Chairman Strelau stated that she
did not have an issue having a band when it is part of a rental party but was concerned with having bands
in order to draw in crowds.  

Mr. Esposito advised that there are different types of licensing for the music associations (ASCAP and
BMI).  He stated that based on the size of their facility with an occupancy of 500, they are assessed a
hefty licensing fee.  He stated that he was unaware that they were subject to these fees for playing music. 
He stated that in order to recoup the fees they need to draw in more people.  He stated that it costs $5,500
to $6,000 per year to have music.  He stated there is only a small portion of time that background music
is played and most gamers do not want music.  Mr. Esposito stated that on Fridays or during tournaments
they play no music at all as it is a distraction to the gamers.  He stated that he has a predicament on how
to generate enough revenue to keep the facility going and customers in the door.  

Mr. Esposito stated that they were hoping the landlord was going to help them with a lot of things but did
not follow through.  Mr. Austin asked if ownership changed completely.  Mr. Esposito replied yes and
they have a different landlord.

Mr. Esposito stated that they have incorporated the use of Groupon specials to get people in the door. 

Chairman Strelau stated that her concern is having bands brought in with the intention of bringing in a
crowd.  She asked staff if they had an opinion on the matter.
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Ms. Kuchynka stated that staff did not have an issue with the proposed floor plan.  She stated that they
are making more room for tables and dining and making alterations to the retail sales area to add more
gaming stations.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that there is an option for the licensee to apply for a Special Event Liquor License
if they want to host a band.  She stated that these events would be limited to six times per year.   She
stated that a license would be required for those events that go beyond the scope of the normal day to day
business.  She stated that staff could require a security plan in connection with those events.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that they do not or are not currently required to have a security plan for their
operation.  She stated that they would be regulated and if there are any incidents the Mayor can deny or
grant them on a case by case basis.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that another option would be an amendment to the liquor license classification.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that staff would recommend the floor plan change.  She stated that staff would not
object to a patron hiring a DJ or band for their birthday party room rental or event.  She stated that if they
want to promote bands to draw in a crowd, staff would require a Special Event License.

Mr. Austin explained that establishments are charged to have music or sporting events in their facility,
and charge broadcasting fees.  He stated that Mr. Esposito is trying to address these overhead charges.

Chairman Strelau asked if six events per year cover his needs.  Mr. Esposito stated he would certainly try
it.  He stated that they are not looking to do live music every night.  He stated that there are some nights
in a month that he would like to host something to get traffic into the facility.

Chairman Strelau stated that she did not have concern for bands that play for groups or party rentals.  She
stated that the concern may stem from bringing in 200-250 people.  She stated that the Village could
issue the special event license and if all goes well, they accept changes that would accommodate them.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the floor plan in this instance is not the issue.  She stated that the events and
activities are at issue.

Mr. Austin asked about the extra fee for each special event.  Ms. Kuchynka replied $103 per event.

Mr. Jacobson asked if the Commission can approve the floor plan change tonight and have the licensee
apply separately for a Special Event License.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes.

Ms. Kuchynka explained that Mr. Esposito would not need to appear before the Commission for the
Special Event License, but through staff and the Mayor which are approved administratively.  

Chairman Strelau stated that the activity is not related to the floor plan change.  She stated that activity
resulting from the addition of bands is a liquor license change.  She stated that the Village does not have
a license which will accommodate bands at the gaming facility.

Ms. Didier stated that Section 3.19 states that the licensee cannot “make changes in the theme, business
plan or advertising for the licensed business from what was presented at the time that the license was
issued without the prior approval of the Liquor Commissioner”.  
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Ms. Didier stated that the licensee submitted a request to change the floor plan but from the discussion it
sounds to be a concept change.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked for a recommendation on the floor plan, regardless.  Ms. Kuchynka reiterated that
Mr. Esposito is seeking a floor plan change to reduce the retail sales area by adding more gaming tables,
adding more dining tables and rearranging them for better flow in the facility.  Mr. Esposito agreed.   

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the stage already exists and was on the original floor plan.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the band issue can be addressed with a Special Event Liquor License.  She
stated that the floor plan change would need a recommendation from the Commission.

Chairman Strelau stated that the concept may be changing.  She stated that there are two separate issues. 
She stated that she is fine with the floor plan change, but the events fall into another category that will
require help from staff.

Mr. Austin stated that he was not present at the application hearing.  He asked about what was proposed
for the stage at the original application.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that they planned to use the stage for
Guitar Hero or play area.  Mr. Esposito added that the game is Rock Band and that they still do that on
stage from time to time.  

Ms. Kuchynka requested that the Commission make a recommendation on approval of the floor plan.   
She stated that concept changes or events may require a special event application.  She stated that she can
meet with Mr. Esposito and determine if and when a special event may be needed.  

Ms. Didier stated that on a case by case basis he can discuss the event with staff and determine if the
special license is needed.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that she would not require a special license if someone
rented the facility for a birthday party and wanted a band or DJ.  She stated that events that are advertised
to the general public will need the extra license.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she has issued other special event licenses to local license holders that have
held events that go beyond the scope of their day to day basis.   She stated that this license will give them
opportunities to do activities on occasion without changing what the core of their license was issued for. 

Chairman Strelau stated that if they find that the events provide another avenue for business, they could
request a change in their liquor license classification.  She stated that the special event license may help
them sample ideas to see what works.  

Mr. Austin asked if there was a distinction in the use of the stage.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that the
distinction would be if the band was set up for a private function by invitation or drawing in the general
public where the liquor licensee would promote the event.  

Mr. Austin stated that in some instances the Village is trying to piecemeal licenses to fit particular
situations.  He stated that a liquor license amendment might be a viable option.  He stated that in the
interim the business could be stymied.  He stated that the facility could be used for private parties and
bands.  He wondered why the Village would be issuing Special Event Licenses.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that question would need to be answered by Mr. Esposito.  She asked him if he
would prefer to change the liquor license classification rather than go through the special event process. 
Mr. Austin stated that it takes time to get a license change.  
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Chairman Strelau stated that Mr. Austin is suggesting that the liquor ordinance does not accommodate
businesses.  She stated that should be a different conversation all together and could require a re-write of
the Code.  She stated that Game Pazzo could apply for the special events to help now, but at the same
time, can apply for a new category or change to the existing license.  She stated that the Commission will
vote on the floor plan tonight regardless.  She stated that Mr. Esposito can consider further what he
would like to do and contact staff with his decision.

Chairman Strelau stated that they are not trying to make the process difficult, but noted that having a
liquor license is a privilege, not a right and with it comes restrictions.  

Hearing the testimony in this case, Chairman Strelau asked for a recommendation on the floor plan
change.

MS. FREGEAU MOVED TO RECOMMEND THAT THE FLOOR PLAN CHANGE BE
GRANTED FOR GAME PAZZO, LLC D/B/A GAME PAZZO LOCATED AT 2011 63RD STREET
WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT THE CONCEPT CHANGES PRESENTED WOULD BE
ADDRESSED ADMINISTRATIVELY AND WITH THE LIQUOR COMMISSIONER SHOULD
OTHER LICENSING CONSIDERATIONS BE REQUIRED.

Mr. Jacobson asked for an amendment to the recommendation.  He stated that he was concerned about
the additional language requiring them to address the concept changes administratively.  Chairman
Strelau agreed that the motion should only address the floor plan change.

Ms. Didier stated that Ms. Fregeau can withdraw the motion.

Ms. Fregeau withdrew her motion.

Chairman Strelau asked for a recommendation on the floor plan change.

MS. FREGEAU MOVED TO RECOMMEND THAT THE FLOOR PLAN CHANGE BE
GRANTED FOR GAME PAZZO, LLC D/B/A GAME PAZZO LOCATED AT 2011 63RD

STREET.  MR. AUSTIN SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye: Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Austin, Mr. Jacobson, Chairman Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 4:0:0

Motion carried. 

Ms. Kuchynka advised Mr. Esposito that he can let her know what he would prefer, whether to proceed
with an amendment to the license or request special event licenses.  She stated that the issue is with
events that may affect the concept.  Mr. Esposito agreed.

VI. OLD BUSINESS
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Chairman Strelau asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the Commission
regarding any old business.  

Ms. Kuchynka reported that the Mayor has indicated his intent to issue a license to Gnarly J’s.  She
advised that they are still waiting for a Certificate of Occupancy.  She stated that they have been issued
the local license in order to obtain their State license.  She stated that they were not ready to officially
open and would advise when they do so.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that Rita’s request for floor plan change was approved by the Mayor.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Playa del Sol request for entertainment and floor plan change was denied.  

Chairman Strelau stated that she thought the Commission decided to continue the Playa del Sol hearing. 
Ms. Kuchynka stated that it was determined that their request would not meet the requirements of the
restaurant license classification.  She stated that staff spoke with the Mayor who agreed.  

Mr. Austin asked if a licensee could obtain another license for the purpose of providing entertainment. 
Ms. Kuchynka stated that other municipalities have such entertainment and/or late night licenses over
and above the base license.  She stated that additional activities may warrant additional requirements. 
She stated if a licensee wanted to remain open later, the municipality might require an additional security
plan. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the primary business of a restaurant is food service.  She stated that some
entertainment would be allowed, such as a guitarist walking throughout the facility playing would be
acceptable.  She stated that once half the business closes down and the primary business turns to dancing
and drinking, that is not entertainment, it is a change in the scope of the business.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that she was not present at the June meeting but asked when staff provides them with
a revised Chapter 3 of the Code to include a date for reference.

VII. NEW BUSINESS

Chairman Strelau asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the Commission
regarding any new business.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that there will be a September meeting.  She stated that the Mayor is planning to
attend.  She stated that they will have a roundtable discussion amongst the group.  The Commission felt
that would be a good idea and for the group to get on the same page.

VIII. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

There were none.  

IX. ADJOURNMENT

Concluding business for the evening, Chairman Strelau called for a motion to adjourn.

Mr. Jacobson moved to adjourn the August 1, 2013 meeting.  The meeting was adjourned by acclimation
at 8:17 p.m.


